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H o l l y w o o d  i n 
Phuket 
Actor Jason Statham 
was seen filming his 
latest movie, The Me-
chanic: Resurrection, 
in Phuket last week 

in Cherng Talay and Boat Lagoon. 
The 47-year-old Hollywood actor will 

star in the film alongside Jessica Alba 
and Tommy Lee Jones, both of whom 
are also in Phuket. The Mechanic: 
Resurrection is the sequel to the 2011 
film The Mechanic and is slated to be 
released in 2016. 

The production crew were also 
seen filming in Phang Nga province 
in December.

New director 
for oil spill 
film 
Peter Berg 
(Lone Survi-
vor) has been 
tapped to replace J.C. Chandor and 
direct Deepwater Horizon.

The film is based on the 48 hours 
prior to the cataclysmic 2010 explo-
sion of the BP oil rig in the Gulf of 
Mexico in which 11 people died and 
16 were injured, not to mention the 
devastation on the area’s ecosystem. 
Mark Wahlberg is set to star as the 
second-in-command of the crew. 

The cameras start to roll in April. 
The film is based on The New York 
Times’ article “Deepwater Horizon’s 
Final Hour”.

IN BRIEF

US BOX OFFICE TOP 10 
Film Weekend Gross

1 American Sniper $31.85M $248.94M

2 Paddington $8.51M $50.54M

3 Project Almanac $8.50M $8.50M

4 Black or White $6.46M $6.46M

5 The Boy Next Door $6.09M $24.68M

Film Weekend Gross

6 The Wedding Ringer $5.70M $48.10M

7 The Imitation Game $5.17M $67.96M

8 Taken 3 $3.65M $81.35M

9 Strange Magic $3.44M $9.90M

10 The Loft $2.88M $2.88M

H
ollywood, likes to stretch things out.

In re-telling the story of the man who 
helped break the “impossible” Nazi Enigma 
machine and decypher German intelli-
gence codes used in World War II, The Imi-
tation Game gives a history lesson without 
depicting much of the violence that ravaged 
that age. 

The Imitation Game is a biographical film about 
Alan Turing, the man responsible for breaking the 
German intelligence codes that were thought to have 
been impossible to crack. The audience puts them-
selves in the shoes of Turing, a loner who fell in love 
with cryptography at a young age, as he navigates 
through levels of British military intelligence to fi-
nally help win the war for the allies. 

Anyone with more than a cursory knowledge of 
World War II will know where this story goes, though 
it is interesting to see the obstacles that stood in Tur-
ing’s way: socially, at work, and through his own idio-
syncracies. 

Benedict Cumberbatch’s portrayal of Turing is fan-
tastic and deserves his Oscar nomination for Best Ac-
tor. Keira Knightley, as Turing’s close confidant Joan 
Clark, gives a solid performance as well, but probably 
not as worthy for nomination for Best Supporting Ac-
tress as some other candidates this past year.

Given that much of the film’s action takes place 
within the confines of a British military base – in 
England – the absence of violence, apart from a few 
scenes, skews the sense of urgency. Director Morten 
Tyldum does a great job of ramping up the pressure 
with a few montages of numbers and bomber planes, 
although he falls short of depicting just how high the 
stakes were.

Since this is a film about a British mathematical 
genius, it’s done in a similar vein as A Beautiful Mind 
in which Russel Crowe’s John Nash character was 
aloof, distant and socially-impaired due to his schizo-
phrenia. Turing is depicted in very much the same 
way (sans the hallucinations) and possesses qualities 

that would put him in the 
“crazy genius” category 
(even the music is similar 
to A Beautiful Mind).

This “troubled genius” 
is quite different from the 
man that Turing was, ac-
cording to several sources. 
The brilliant cryptogra-
pher was far more well-
liked and actually had a 
sense of humour. However, 
this depiction of Turing 
seems to go in line with 
how others viewed his ho-

It’s no 
wonder 
the film 

was nominated for 
Best Picture in this 
year’s Academy 
Awards, it ticks all 
the boxes that Hol-
lywood loves...
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FILM REVIEW

Oscar-worthy?

Starring: 
Benedict Cumberbatch, 
Keira Knightley, 
Matthew Goode, 
Rory Kinnear, 
Charles Dance 
and Mark Strong
Director: 
Morten Tyldum
Running time: 
114 minutes

mosexuality at the time and could have 
been added to provide more of an emo-
tional impact, to empathise with Turing 
even further.

It’s no wonder the film was nomi-
nated for Best Picture in this year’s 
Academy Awards, it ticks all the boxes 
that Hollywood loves: covers a histori-
cal event, includes homosexual oppres-
sion, is based on a novel, depicts a 
troubled genius, includes British ac-
cents. And, just like A Beautiful Mind, 
the film was also nominated for the big 
three Oscar categories (Actor, Picture, 
Director).

The Imitation Game is up to par 
with the best films of the year, but will 
most likely not win the award. Still, 
it’s a great film that brings about an 
appreciation for the man whose work 
changed the world.


